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FROM THE DIRECTOR

The Annual Report for 1967-68
Is due to be out any day now and In

It I discuss various matters of major
concern to the Museum. In this
Newsletter I wl I I merely wish the
staff and a 1

1

Christmas and
of our friends a Merry
a Happy New Year!

CONCORD FIELD STATION

Things are moving forward
slowly but surely. Robert Jenkins,
who plans to complete his doctoral
thesis this year, Is now the care-
taker, and he and his family are
settled In the living quarters.
Exact boundaries of the Field
Station have not yet been deter-
mined, but hopefully the entire
area will be surveyed and mapped
this winter. Walter Lyford, Soil
Scientist at the Harvard Forest,
will be using the woods for his
course on tho process of soil

development, and several other
courses are utilizing both the
Concord and Bedford areas for field
trips. At the Bedford station,
Dr. Evans has been trapping wasps,
John A I cock Is using part of the
Laboratory area for his study on
feeding behavior In birds, and
Vincent Magllo has taken over a

section of the vast main room for
his work on the osteology of ele-
phants. But there Is still ample
space, both Inside and outside, for
other Investigators.

IN THE FIELD

Dr. Simpson reports that hs
and his wife, Ann, have just spent
three profitable and pleasant weeks
In Victoria, Australia. "In Melbourne
I have been at the Museum and a \ \

three universities, have seen most
of the Victorian fossil mammals, have
observed living Notomys and Antechf-
nomys , and have taken measurements
of skeletons for a study of adaptive
types. I have also located uncle-'

scribed specimens of at least three,
probably four genera of Miocene
penguins (from Bedauman f s) and am
arranging for their study." Dr.
Simpson lectured at the University
of Melbourne and spent ten days In

the field looking at numerous fossil
localities before proceeding first
to Adelaide and Perth, and then to
New Zealand.

Early In November Dr. Paynter
and his wife joined Mr. and Mrs.
William Cottrell (he ?s an Associate
In Ornithology) on a three-weeks
excursion to Peru to study birds,
particularly various buntings (flmberl-

zlnss). This Is fne Pcynters' first
return to active field work In South
America since their near-disaster In

Ecuador three years ago. However,
as we know, danger may loom !n any
place, and It has been rumored Ihat
the Cottrells chose November for their
trip In order to escape the hunters
of New Hampshire.
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Dr. Kummel left Cambridge at

the beginning of June to visit

museums In London, Amsterdam,
Copenhagen, and Vienna. He then

went on to Kashmir and northwestern

Iran, near the Russian border, where

he and Dr. Curt Telchert of the

University of Kansas continued their

field studies of Permo-Tr lassie
border problems. On his return

flight, Dr. Kummel sat next to a

young man who Informed him that the

worst subject he had ever taken In

college was geology, that he had

barely passed with a low D, and that
he couldn't understand how anybody
could find geology Interesting.
When Bernle asked where he had gone
to college, the crushing answer was

(you guessed It) Harvard. It was
the young man's turn to blush:

after an Introduction and closer
examination of the face of his

fellow traveller, he recognized the

professor whose course he had
(admittedly Infrequently) attended
last winter.

Barbara Lawrence has been In

Turkey since late September as a

member of the Joint University of

Istanbul — University of Chicago
Prehistoric Project at Cayonu, where
she Is busy working out techniques
for bone Identification In the field.

Her primary concern on this expdedl-
tlon Is to determine the osteologlcal
differences between wild and domestic
forms of certain species of bovlds,
but she Is also continuing her work
on the antiquity of the domestic dog.

She writes, "Things go well, I'm

pleased with the confirmations I'm

getting on the diagnostic characters
I've worked out, and It's Interesting
to tackle the big bovlds."

Early In December Miss Lawrence
will leave Turkey for South America
and join Mr. Schevlll who Is doing
research on the La Plata River
dolphin. She Is expected back In

Cambridge In mid-January.

After a Herp-style pre-Hal loween

send-off, Dr. E. E. Williams was
airborne, headed for two and a half

months In Latin America with stops

at Panama City, Caracas, Bogota,

and Lima. He has set up a rigorous

schedule of collecting and colla-

borating with fellow herpetologlsts.

Despite promises to "bring back many

anoles," In his eagerness to reach

sunny southlands the essential
collecting nooses we, re forgotten.

They await him In Sao Paulo with

Dr. Paulo Vanzollnl, his Brazilian
host.

Dr. John Lawrence went to

Florida in June, ostensibly to

collect fungus (Clldae), but It has

been reported that he was seen with

Ed Wilson fishing for sharks In the

waters of the Keys. Needing a

vacation after this strenuous

activity, he proceeded to California

where high In the Sierras he found

a Guru who Instructed him In the

Indian philosophy of life. We all

hope to benefit from whatever know-

ledge John has brought back to the

East.

Dr. Gould and his wife, Debbie,

spent June and July In Bermuda, the

Bahamas, Curaceo, and. on the north

coast of Puerto Rico looking for

Pleistocene land snails and studying

the relation between shell form

and environment In modern snails.

Dr. Clench and his colleague,

Dr. David Stansbury, of the Natural

History Museum, Columbus, Ohio,

collected fresh-water mo Musks exten-

sively In the upper reaches of the

Tennessee River. Their expedition

Included sampling the previously

unknown parts of the New-Kanawha

River of the Ohio drainage.
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Dr. Wilson (shark fishing earl fer
with John Lawrence) was In Florida on
sabbatical, completing the first year
of a study (with Daniel SImberloff, a

former graduate student) of reco Ioni-
zation In "experimental Islands."
These are tiny red mangrove Islands

which have been fumigated to remove
all arthropods without harming the
plant life. Within less than a year
as many species of arthropods had
returned to the Islands as had been
there before the fumigation.

GRADUATE STUDENTS

The modern student In systematic
biology spends as much time In the
field (preferably more!) as In the
Museum. This Is well documented by

recent activities of our graduate
students.

Bob Jenkins has returned from
Costa Rica where he spent almost a

year studying the ecology of two
f ru It-eat I ng grosbeaks (Saltators).
He lived with his wife and child In

a trailer and moved around after
the birds. Some locations were
more primitive than others.... Both
Bob and Diane enjoyed this wild and
fascinating country strewn with pre-
Columbian artifacts. They returned
to Cambridge In time for the birth
of their second child, Robert, Jr.
It seems appropriate that Bob — with
Allan Greer — and under the auspices
of Dr. Mayr, Is now giving a Fresh-
man Seminar on "the population problem."

Stewart Peck spent three months
In the field In the eastern U. S.

gathering beetles for his thesis.
But Instead of sitting on mangroves
and acquiring a suntan, he did most
of his collecting In forests and
caves, which explains his rather pale
appearance this fall.

Bl 1 1 and Mary Jane West Eberhard
(with their new baby, Jessica) spent
the summer as research fel lows at
the Edmund Nfles Huyck Preserve In

Rensselaervt I le, New York, studying
the natural history of fungus gnats.
Jon and Julia Relsklnd and the Ellis
McLeod family were among their
visitors. (Jon,one of Dr. Levi's
former students, Is an assistant
professor at the University of Florida
at Galnesvl I le; Ellis, who got his

degree here with Professor Carpenter,

Is now at the University of Illinois.)

Jim Sprinkle spent his time In

the West collecting Cambrian echl-

nolds. He thinks that this collection

Is probably the largest anywhere and,

having discovered a new class of

echlnolds, Is now working on It with

a colleague from the University of

Utah.

Craig Wood, Kay Behrensmeyer,
and Lance Erlksen went back to

Pa I eocene deposits In the Twin Butte

area of Wyoming. They were almost
too successful! Craig and our

preparation team will probably be

busy for years preparing teeth and

jaws of primitive mammals from the

several tons of concentrated matrix
the expedition brought back. Kay

has already moved on to other fields—
she and Vince Magllo are now looking

for early Pleistocene fossil remains

of elephants, pigs, rhinos, etc...

In the Lothagam Hills of northwestern

Kenya, just west of Lake Rudolph,

where MCZ expeditions have been

working since 1967.

Roger Wood has returned from

six months In Kenya and Uganda on

an expedition sponsored by the

National Geographic Society. He

brought back with him several

hundred recent turtles. Information
obtained from recent fauna will enable
Roger to extrapolate range of varia-
tion as it concerns the fossil forms
comprising his thesis.
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MerrMI Foster Is stH I working
on his Antarctic brachlopods which
he collected In January and February,

1968. During the summer he attended
the symposium on Antarctic Ecology
In Cambridge, England, and made a

quick tour of European museums
Including the British Museum and the
natural history museums In Paris
and Stockholm.

With the beginning of the
academic year a new crop of graduate
students arrived from all over the
United States. Robert Bullock from
the University of Maine and Richard
Dehllnger from the University of
California have joined the Mo Musk
Department. Tom Hlavac comes from
Purdue to work on beetles. New
students In Arachnology are Val

La May from Idaho, and Bill Shear,
who last taught at Concord College,
Athens, West Virginia. James 0.

Juvlk and A. Ross K I ester, both
from California, and Robert Trlvers
from Harvard College, are In the
Herpetology Department. Michael
A. Rex comes from Indiana to study
marine biology with Dr. Fell; and
a new Canadian student, M. Ross
Leln, who halls from Saskatchewan,
will work on birds.

LECTURES AND TRAVEL

Dr. Mayr spent a quiet summer
of writing at his country place In

New Hampshire, Interrupted only
by weekly visits to the MCZ. In

October he and Mrs. Mayr went to
Munich where he gave a lecture on
the conceptual foundations of
evolutionary biology. From October
24-28, he was guest of the Department
of Zoology at Cambridge University.
He served as Hans Gadow Lecturer,
held conferences, and gave a seminar
with students and faculty. He was
especially Impressed by the way
Cambridge, whose leadership In

molecular biology Is outstanding, Is
now cultivating organlsmlc biology

and has greatly strengthened this
area by several recent appointments.
A very pleasant part of the trip was
a reunion with former MCZ friends,
Harry and Dorothy Whlttlngton and
Fred Marshal I

.

During the following week In

London, Dr. Mayr participated In a

symposium, jointly organized by the
Llnnaean Society of London and the
British Ecological Society, on
spec I at I on In the tropical environ-
ment. Here again he saw old friends
from Europe and America, among them
Ira and Bobby Rublnoff who had come
from Panama. He conferred with the
Secretary of the International Com-
mission of Zoological Nomenclature,
and lectured both at the Imperial

College and at the annual meeting
of the Systematlcs Association.
After a short visit to the University
of Sussex to discuss "the cost of
evolution" CHaldane] with John
Maynard Smith, the Mayrs returned
to Cambridge.

Dr. and Mrs. Romer have been
traveling as usual. Mrs. Romer tells
It like It Is: "ASR got In ten days
of work In Texas In August, mostly
subsurface geology looking at oil

well logs In an alr-co<ndltloned
office. In September we went to the
annual Symposium of Vertebrate
Paleontology and Comparative Anatomy
held this year In Reading, England,
with a field excursion to localities
In the Old Red of the Welsh Border-
land afterward.

"In October the Romers spent
two weeks at the University of

Cincinnati where ASR was the annual
Visiting Lecturer. Most recently
we have been to the University of
Montana to lecture and to Claremont,
California, to take part In the
dedication on November 3 of the
Raymond M. Alf Museum and Science
Canter at the Webb School. (Ray
Alf, on leave from Webb, spent the
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academlc year 1961-62 at the MCZ and

stl 1 1 speaks of ft as one of the most

exciting and rewarding years of his

life.) The Romers then went on to

Mexico City for the meeting of the

Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
and to Caracas, Venezuela, for a

Latin American Zoological Congress."

Professor Patterson did not

wield the spade last summer, but he

didn't stay home either. He was
looking at African collections In

museums from London to Johannesburg
via Nairobi and Pretoria.

In early September Dr. Lyman
spoke at a symposium on dormancy
and survival which was organized
by the British Society of Experi-
mental Biology and held at the

University of East Anglla, Norwich,
— where the architecture Is modern,
the teaching advanced, and the

dormitories co-ed. (ED NOTE:

Perhaps the next symposium will be

entitled "Dormancy and survival In

a co-ed dormitory.")

RESEARCH NOTES

The summer activities of Dr.

Mead were so numerous they must be

reported In shorthand: Attended
meeting on Peruvian Upwelllng
phenomena in Seattle In June.
Proceeded to Scrlpps Institute of

Oceanography to contribute a

paper to a symposium on the scien-
tific exploration of the South
Pacific sponsored by SCOR, UNESCO's
Scientific Committee on Oceano-
graphlc Research. Repaired to
Napa, California, to await arrival
of daughter, Gale Graf Mead, on

July 12. Was Invited by the gov-
ernment of Chile, through our NSF,
to serve as an advisor on the for-
mulation of a Chilean national
program for marine research and
development — hence, with Mrs.
Mead, spent three weeks In August
In Chile studying many Institutions
now Involved with the marine
sciences. Returned to Harvard In

September to begin the fish course.

Late In the summer Dr. Boss
left for Europe In spite of a

broken arm, the reward of playing
with youngsters on Fernald Drive.
He gave a paper at the Ma I aco lo-

gical Congress In Vienna, and
studied type-specimens and less
august mollusks at museums In

Amsterdam, Leiden, and London.

Not all the exciting events of

last summer occurred In the field.

Some staff members found It conven-
ient and rewarding to stay In or
close to Cambridge and to enjoy the
balmy summer air of New England.
While doing this, Herb Levi made
an Interesting discovery. After
trying for about six months to
locate a certain type-specimen of a

spider, he finally heard that It

could be found In a Dublin Museum.
He wrote to Ireland, and was promptly
Informed that the type was out on

loan and that he should check with
Peckham. This seemed an Impossible
task since Peckham died In 1914.

But Herb Levi was undaunted — he

just walked over to the cases where
the Peckham material was stored at

the MCZ, and sure enough found the
valuable specimen.

Prompted Initially by the
Freshman Seminar Program (and

embarked upon with considerable
skepticism), Dr. Barry Fell decided
In 1965 to give freshmen a chance to
participate In research. The first
year's experience surprised at least

one skeptic, so In subsequent years

a more ambitious offering has been

made. The fruits of this program
are now becoming evident In the
shape of a growing list of research
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papers written by undergraduates and
accepted for publication. This
Includes extensive Antarctic mapping
projects sponsored by the NSF and
the American Geographical Society
and covering such groups as brittle-
stars and starfishes. Other under-
graduate papers soon to be published
deal with sea urchins and starfishes
of Easter Island.

The associates In marine biology
collaborated fruitfully this year
with each other and with students.
For instance, the study of sea-floor
photographs obtained by Dr. Sanders
and Dr. Hessler on the Alvln , together
with some specimens collected on one
dive, resolved the puzzling reports
and sketches of an animal with a
cluster of finger- 1 Ike organs on a
spherical body. The animal turned
out to be a well known, deep-water
species of sea urchin which, however,
discards Its venom sacs when It Is

disturbed. Because of this unusual
habit all specimens previously taken
had lost these organs, and even their
existence was unsuspected. So the
"we 1 1 known" species was In fact
considerably less well known than had
been thought.

Thanks to Jim Clark and Louis
Sevlllttl, skipper of the Salvatore ,

the program of In-shore trawling and
dredging got off to an early start
this term. A power block and a water-
sampler have been added to the equipment.
Members of the Freshman Seminar on
marine biology have also participated.
Since the University does not offer
Insurance for class activities at sea,
the boat program Is operated on the
lines of a club, and Its management
Is In the hands of the students.
After four years of this experience,
It seems that here Is a good example
of the contribution an Informal student
body can make towards enriching the
content of academic studies.

During August, Dr. Ruth
Turner arranged and moved some 5,400
drawers of specimens of gastropods.
In the time left over from this
giant housekeeping chore, she dived
for mollusks trying to discover
their relationship with an Intro-
duced seaweed, Cod 1 urn . This plant
first turned up In the late 40*s
and appeared at Cape Cod four
years ago. By now it has spread
to such an extent that it does
much damage to mollusk fisheries,
especially the scallop industry.
Her assistant was Bob Dean, a senior
honors student, who Is studying the

population dynamics of Bucclnum
updatum , a northern whelk of the
New England coast.

Dr. Darlington writes: "At
the Museum something unexpected
always turns up. Most exciting
recently was the receipt of an

enormous new carabid from Puerto
Rico. It is not only much larger
than any of the 300-odd species of

Carabldae previously known from the

West Indies, but It Is a member of

a well characterized group of these
beetles that has radiated remarkably
on Puerto Rico, or possibly on this
island plus the northern part
of HIspanlola. Also, the structure
of the new species suggests that Its

behaviour Is modified, and that the

group to which It belongs has

radiated behavioral ly as well as

taxonom i ca I I y , By a remarkable
coincidence, l received this speci-
men the same day that Dr. Mayr
Invited me to participate in a

symposium In Puerto Rico next June.
Seeing the specimen hurried my
acceptance.
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HONORS AND OTHER DISTINCTIONS

Since the last Newsletter Dr.

Simpson has received two degrees of

Doctor of Science honoris causa , one

from Kenyon Col lege and the other
from the University of Colorado.

Dr. Mayr received an honorary
doctor's degree from the University

of Munich. (At the ceremony It was

especially mentioned that he was the
Director of "the world's leading

natural history museum.")

In October, Dr. Mead was appointed
Research Associate at the California
Academy of Sciences.

A "profile" of Howard Evans
appeared In a recent Issue of the
Harvard Alumni Bulletin, and on
October 14, Dr. Evans himself was
on the Today Show, TV's great
morning program, where his new
book. Life on a Little-known
Planet was the topic of discussion.

PUBLICATIONS

The scholarly writings of the
Museum's staff and associates are
numerous, and have been listed In

the annual report. However, three
books, all recently published,
should be mentioned here because
of their appeal to a wider public:
The Procession of Life by A. S.

Romer (a volume of the "World
Natural History" series); Life on a

Little-known Planet by Howard E. Evans
(E. P. Dutton & Co.); and The Spiders
and Their Kin by Herbert Levi (A
Golden Nature Guide).

GOODBYES

on May 24. It was a festive
occasion and also a happy one since
Nelda Is not leaving us altogether
— she Is planning to continue as

Dr. Romer 1 s research assistant.
Mrs. Elizabeth Pfohl, who was
Nelda's assistant for many years,

has taken over the job as editor.

Vojlslav Jovanovlc, a post-
doctoral fellow In Ornithology, plans

to return to Yugoslavia after
Christmas. His special Interest

while he was here was the development
of Improved methods for the study
of avian chromosomes.

Robert Henderson, who has been

a postdoctoral fellow In Marine In-

vertebrates these past two years,

plans to take up his teaching career
again soon; this time at the Univer-
sity of Townsvllle In northern
Queensland. He will continue his

researches on Tertiary sea urchins
of the southwest Pacific.

THANKS TO MARY ALICE EVANS

After two years of editing the

Newsletter, Mrs. Evans resigned In

order to finish her biography of

Wl 1 1 lam Morton Wheeler. Her News-
letters were so Interesting, not
only to the MCZ staff and students
(and their wives), but also to many
ex-students and Friends that the
mailing list has grown steadily.
Everyone Is grateful for her con-
tribution to the Museum, but the
two who will miss her most are
her replacements who already find

the standard she set very hard to

approach.

Nelda Wright retired In June as
editor of the MCZ Bu 1 1 et I

n

and Breviora
after more than thirty years of dedi-
cated service. The staff gave her a

farewell luncheon at the Faculty Club

—Gretel Mayr

—Barbara B. Paine
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